
"Certain pharma companies that I've worked with have
patients meet with many in their ecosystem including their
researchers, those often on the bench, because it helps
them hear directly what patients want and need. It’s
critical for pharmaceutical companies to get patients
involved every step of the way and to keep them on a
patient advisory council board, versus just giving lip
service to ‘patients being at the heart of what they do.”
- Michele Nadeem-Baker, Award Winning U.S. Blood
Cancer Influencer and Healthcare Collaborator, and
Co-Founder of Kicking Cancer in Heels.
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Michele Nadeem-Baker is an award-winning patient influencer who
takes a 360-approach in her work in order to reach multiple
audiences/stakeholders to effect needed change. She is currently
the co-founder of Kicking Cancer in Heels, a video reporter and
program host on Remedy Health Media’s Patient Power.info, The
Patient Story and a program host for Connect On CLL, a leader of
Sponsor of the Future’s (SoF) Patient Engagement Program, and a
Patient Representative for the U.S. FDA.



Nadeem-Baker is frequently quoted as the
voice of patients in major media outlets such
as NBC Nightly News, Bloomberg, STAT,
CNN, LA Times, Boston Globe, PharmaVoice,
and USA Today. In 2021 she was named the 
 Patient Leader, Healthcare Collaborator of
the Year in the WEGO Health Awards.

Nadeem-Baker was at the height of her
career when she was diagnosed with
leukemia. The diagnosis changed her life but
did not stop her. Leveraging her experience
as a national broadcast journalist and the
Chief Communications Officer for well-
known, multi-billion-dollar global
corporations, Nadeem-Baker quickly pivoted.

Upon receiving her diagnosis, Nadeem-Baker
immediately asked the doctor what were the
next steps. He responded that he'd see her in
four months and not to worry, an all too
common experience for patients. “After
delivering those three words that would
forever change my life, you have cancer,
when I asked the doctor for more detailed
information regarding my particular type like
a website, brochure or hospital resource he
had nothing. I left in shock, I drove home and
assumed the fetal position. This made a life-
changing, life-threatening visit worse than it
needed to be. For someone like me, with a c-
level position and a high energy career
devoted to communicating and explaining
information, this was the ultimate nightmare."

She now devotes her work to bridging
communications between life sciences
companies and patients in order to deliver
true patient-centric programs and patient
advocacy.

Pharmaceutical companies seeking to gain
credibility in the U.S. market should start
where support is most needed: within the
communities, they are meant to ultimately
serve. However, as Nadeem-Baker
demonstrates, oftentimes patients are left
behind with no resources by the healthcare
industry.

She furthers, “when I [consider my] expertise
as a communicator and branding expert, I
think about: what other industry is there
when the ultimate end user, the consumer of
a product, is not thought about, is not
consulted, is not surveyed? And that
traditionally and historically is what has been
happening in the pharmaceutical industry.”

Oftentimes developers are so focused on
gaining credibility amidst key industry
professionals that they lose sight of the
audience they are ultimately trying to help.
Korean developers can create resources that
drive support amongst their target end users
years in advance of commercialization.
Rather than waiting for indication approval to
drive demand within patient groups, pharma
companies can actively include them in the
expansion process to create early
communities of support.



Pharmaceutical developers can also ignite
conversations with patients directly in
order to best adjust business and R&D
strategies for the market. “A huge trend
right now is patient engagement programs.
And that is, I'm happy to say, one of the
waves of the future. Larger pharmaceutical
companies are actually choosing top
patient influencers for patient councils and
and holding meetings with them throughout
the year to learn what's most important
and currently happening in the patient
community. They use this information in
their go to market strategies.”

Michele Nadeem-Baker, Award Winning U.S. Blood Cancer

Influencer and Healthcare Collaborator, and Co-Founder of

Kicking Cancer in Heels.

What are some of the easiest ways for
developers to start supporting US patient
segments immediately? As Nadeem-Baker
explains, sponsoring patient-friendly
events, news and education programs is a
great starting point. “For example, I host
ongoing news and information programs
online featuring top specialists from around
the world and/or patients. I talk to them
about different topics, such as the latest in
research, current treatments and others
that affect patients. Pharmaceutical
developers could also sponsor patient-
focussed events like these, because they
are extremely large, comparable to news
programs online.”



These events seek to ultimately educate patients and can be a catalyst for initial thought
leadership opportunities. Developers must maximize the potential of sponsorship by implementing
multi-channel, educational strategies around supporting patients (not promoting their products).
“On social media patients can ask questions live so that you can actively demonstrate your
corporate responsibility. These references are really great to have for branding purposes.”

Nadeem-Baker’s final piece of advice for Korean developers? Take the time to consult with and
include patients as part of your short and long-term strategies.

“Before you even come to market, you need to meet with the entire ecosystem. Of course, you're
going to meet with researchers and top specialists, but you need now to also meet with another
group of influencers: the leading patient influencers in each disease area that already exist. This
Although this is somewhat new, it's something that is now necessary for successful healthcare
marketing.”

According to Nadeem-Baker,  patient engagement programs are a necessity for pharmaceutical
companies to thrive in the U.S. market and they start with considering the patient. Begin
supporting your ultimate end users now by creating targeted resources and content that seeks to
serve their unmet needs.
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If you are interested in connecting with Michele Nadeem-
Baker or in working with Kicking Cancer in Heels please
send an email to sim@bdmtglobal.com
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